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The computational trend of NLP research is shifting from feature engineering to representation learning
to pretraining-finetuning to ver recently prompt engineering. Pre-trained language models (or other
generative models for other modalities) allow the extraction of diverse and intrinsic knowledge from
human-written texts/images/videos and their pairs. This assignment requires you to explore the
limits and capabilities of pre-trained large language models by designing your own prompts,
observing their outputs, and understanding their shortcomings. This homework assumes that you fully
understand the course material on prompting∗ taught on October 27. Please follow the three steps
below and submit your prompt spreadsheet and report.

Step 1: Getting used to OpenAI’s GPT-3 Playground and APIs

Please make your account in OpenAI’s playground: https://beta.openai.com/playground. During your
first three months of making a free account, you can basically use $18 worth of free experiments. For
example, if you use Davinci† model ($0.02 per 1K tokens), you can use a total of 900,000 tokens to
generate in free.

Please take a look at existing example tasks in Examples tab‡, such as Queston Answering, Summariz-
ation, and Text-to-Command, and load preset prompts in Playground tab§, as described in the figures
above. You can also choose three types of modes, Complete, Insert, and Edit in the Mode tab on
right panel (red rectangle box on the right figure above). You can choose one of these modes for every
prompt or choose two different modes half and half.

You task is to make a pair of single prompt and expected output, (Prompt, Expected
Answer), and report the output from GPT3. For example, my prompt-answer pair is (“Task: is
this text positive or negative? \n Input: Today’s weather is sunny and great! \n Output: ”, Positive)
and the actual output from GPT3 is (Negative), which is not matched with my expected answer. You
are not allowed to use any examples in the Example tab or preset prompts. Be creative!

Step 2: Understand Current Prompting Techniques.

This assignment requires you to understand the state-of-the-art prompting techniques. Refer to the
following articles and papers (you can find links to the original articles in the Reference section):

• Discrete prompting methods: Auto-prompting method [SRLI+20] and analysis on the limitation
and tricks in discrete prompting [ZWF+21]

• Soft prompting methods: Prefix-tuning [LL21] and Prompt-tuning [LARC21].
• Stress test of GPT3 on various aspects: commonsense reasoning [MD20], hypes and ethics [BGMMS21],
and planning [VOSK22].

∗https://dykang.github.io/classes/csci5980/Fall2022/
†https://openai.com/api/pricing/
‡https://beta.openai.com/examples/
§https://beta.openai.com/playground

https://beta.openai.com/playground
https://dykang.github.io/classes/csci5980/Fall2022/
https://openai.com/api/pricing/
https://beta.openai.com/examples/
https://beta.openai.com/playground
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• Some prompting tricks like Chain-of-thoughts [WWS+22] and applications to human-GPT3 collab-
oration for text editing [SDYJ+22] and poetry writing [CPH22].

Your task is to choose one bullet point from the list above and summarize the papers
and limitations of current methods. (maximum 2 pages; don’t forget to properly cite them in
your report)

Step 3: Prompting Yourself

The last step involves designing your own (discrete) prompts! Also, it’s time to get creative! Your
goal is to fool the GPT3 system by finding adversarial examples by yourself and provide reasonable
justification of the failure cases. The first step is to pick three of the following aspects you would
like to explore. You can also think of your own aspect to explore but please describe it clearly
in the report:

• Creativity, e.g., writing next possible sentences in your own story prompt
• Generalization to unseen, novel situations or tasks, e.g., design a totally unseen, new task you can
get benefit from GPT3 prompting.

• Grammatical errors, typo, and other language fluency measurement: e.g., GPT-3 makes mistakes
grammar/different tense with popular phrases and prefers more active speech?

• Memorization of existing facts and Commonsense Knowledge: e.g., GPT-3 memorizes the
phone number of White House? GPT-3 is able to understand Newton’s laws of motion?

• Biases and Ethical Concerns: e.g., GPT-3 prefers to set higher salaries for men than women?
GPT-3 generates more offensive languages toward Asian people than white people?

• Temporal/Spatial reasoning: e.g., GPT-3 is not able to understand temporal and spatial state
transition of objects in real world?

• Mathematical reasoning: e.g., GPT-3 is able to solve Fibonacci sequence?
• Reasoning on Commonsense, Morality, and Legality: e.g., GPT-3 can address some com-
monsense or social issues like morality and legality?

• Applications on NLP tasks: e.g., GPT-3 translates low-resource languages? GPT-3 can write
code for your assignment? GPT-3 can summarize/rewrite your emails?

You should make three adversarial task prompts (Task Description ; Zero/Few Examples
; Input Task, Expected Answer) for each ask you choose above, where tasks in each aspect are
different from each other. Note that you are finding adversarial cases in which GPT-3 outputs don’t
match your expected, predicted results. Each task prompt should also be tested with a zero-shot
setup (no example given) and a few-shot setup (one or three examples given). In total, you need to
create at least three aspects x three tasks x two setup; zero/few = 18 adversarial prompts.
You can of course try as many prompts as you wish and there would be bonus points based on the
quality/creativity of your prompts (See the prompt evaluation criteria below). After prompting, you
should provide reasonable reasons for failures and possible ways to improve them justification of
those failures.

Here are some notes and tips for your prompt design:

• NOTE: You have to provide a reasonable quality of task description and examples in your prompts,
and make sure that GPT-3’s failure does not come from the quality of your prompt design, but is
mainly caused by the lack of inherent capabilities of GPT-3. You can find high-quality prompts
through trial-and-error with GPT-3 in Playground or in your python code using OpenAI’s API (See
View Code tab in Playground interface in the figure above).

• We are Scientists! Try different task descriptions and prompt examples, and see if GPT-3 always
fails deterministically.
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• Once again, you cannot use examples from the Example tab, predefined prompts, or previous papers.
It will be treated as cheating if I find the same prompt used before.

• Here are some additional tips you may consider during prompting:
– Find novel tasks you/GPT3 can’t do.
– Find tasks that GPT3 can do a better job than humans.
– Find cases where even humans do not agree on each other and seeing how GPT3 can handle this

human disagreement
– Find unseen (probably not seen in the training data) but realistic cases
– Find unseen and unrealistic cases

Deliverable

Please upload your spreadsheet of your designed prompts and report to Canvas by Nov 17, 11:59pm.

Spreadsheet: Your designed prompts should be contained in a spreadsheet (e.g., CVS, Excel files,
Google Spreadsheet). In each row, you can write a prompt, and in your columns, you can include the
following information:

• Mode (Complete, Edit, or/and Insert)
• Aspect (e.g., Creativity, Generalization)
• Task Description
• Instructions (if you used Edit mode)
• Number of examples
• Examples
• Input Task (without answer)
• Expected Answer
• Predicted Answer by GPT3
• Setting (e.g., Engine - text-davinci-002 Temperature - 0 (deterministic) Max length - 256 Stop
sequences - none Top P - 1 Frequency penalty - 0 Presence penalty - 0 Best of - 1”)

• Justification of failure
• Takeaways or other interesting things you learn

Your designed prompts will be evaluated based on the following criteria¶ and you will receive extra
bonus point if you win one of these awards.

• Best Research Application: Discover a finding that may lead to further research or publication
• Best Misuse Case: Discover a scenario where GPT-3 generates harmful content in a way that might
be difficult for GPT-3 admins to catch Ideally, also determine a way one might go about detecting
such harmful content

• Best Mistake Case: Discover an interesting case where GPT-3 fails by not giving you the output
you want or expect

• Best Prompt: Discover an interesting prompt
• Persistence Award: Trying to get something to work over and over again, even if you aren’t ultimately
successful

• Arbitrary Finding: Find something completely random but interesting

Report: Maximum four pages PDF. Your report needs to include the following content in each step:

• Step 1: What mode of GPT3 did you choose (Complete, Insert, Edit)? Please show me your example
prompt-answer pair and GPT3 output.

• Step 2: Which papers did you choose to read? (Please cite them properly) Summarize the papers
and limitations of the current methods.
¶Borrowed these criteria from London Lowmanstone’s GPT-3 Edit/Insert Hackathon, March, 2022. Thanks, London!

https://canvas.umn.edu/courses/333230/assignments/2829376
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• Step 3: Explain why you chose the aspects and how your prompts were designed. Discuss challenges
you encountered during your homework and your general thoughts on language model prompting.
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